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The World Alliance of Peoples’ Organizations is a global initiative for the contribution of a balanced future world in new markets
with technology, universal awareness and duties, environment, efficiency, governance, law, in a global scale in a local view.
The WAPO is divided in four areas for the following consultative councils:
•Universal Human development and Progressive Ethics
•Innovation and business development
•Universal Political and governance affairs
•Environment and life improvement
Act in the following programs:
•Environment awareness
•UN parliamentary assembly, the UN representing the people of the world
•New world with Jesus - Holy trinity communities
•Deep future markets - WAPO Universal energy and propulsion prize
•Global economical, social and spiritual balance
•Micro-Resources – the riches at the bottom of the economic pyramid
•Children of heaven- the family
•Nuclear weapons and space weapons reduction
•Space as the next frontier
•Natural Democracy Movement
The objective of this paper is to stimulate discussions and ideas for the future, to go beyond in thinking, the story here written is
for the purpose of stimulating thinking with views to find new forms and objectives to make the world a better and prepared place
to live in happiness and balance, and are not ended conclusions. From this to reality, a long path would need to be taken as it
follows discussions, new views, definitions, validations, approval and disapproval, expert advisory, governmental analysis, and
possible acceptance, participation and opinion by the people of the world as they are the ones who decide.
Social
Humanity started to understand the truth about their universal existence, by Universal and spiritual revelation and by space
exploration; all persons are accepted in equality in the universe spiritually, socially, politically and in all forms in society no
matter how different persons are in colour, sex orientation, birth place, body type, personality, language, gender etc., and human
trafficking, violence, abuse, or any forms of evil is dismissed immediately by the global family of people and/or authorities, for
justice or correction and monitoring. Jails use workers to do agriculture work. The more developed people will accept more the
less developed in a parental way.
The social system started in the first institution ... the family, man and woman (the needed parents) work together in equality to
establish the family environment for social development and for the “continuation of humanity” through their children, the family
gives young and old citizens their moral, love, and material resources support, for the challenges of life. Women where given
attention and equality and where now able to control of births and have more healthy and strong children, that actually balanced
the world overpopulation, although Mars is being colonized as well.
Common marriage is for civilization and spiritual purposes of humanity’s continuation by children. To the transgender, gay and
lesbian can also unify for civilization. God loves all no matter how different. There are new studies about gays and lesbians
spiritually, genetically and psychologically and all are accepted and understood in brotherhood.
Cities where limited to 1-2 million people to reduce the pressure on resources and spread population evenly and with more space
to live to everyone. Most activities of the city are managed by an artificial intelligent system. And there is now one language for
the entire planet, and standard systems of metrics are also global. Communication is holographic. And the first steps to attempt
contact with the first alien civilization is established, the wheel of dynamic brotherhood of the people and countries provides
resources, support, monitor, love and help.
People are more responsible for the planet to the extent that is they see a paper on the street they themselves collect it and put it in
the bin. Due to technology there is no more pollution, and there are more sports to play.
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Political
After the world government is established by the members of parliaments of the world and their sovereign leaders, the all wise
and merciful world law will reign, countries elected leaders still globally and dynamically rule their lands and the Heavenly
Universal Father became Sovereign in the world.
The organized world and the global progressive public administration manage the varying rights with fairness and equity,
engaged in a universally spiritualized-humanized and compassionate government, economies that rewards effort and provides
security, civilization that returned to God, communities that protect the weak, society and the environment it was divided in:
1. The self-government – freedom to do the will of God, self-control and the sense of duty and moral from citizens.
2. The local government-supportive to NGOs
3. The regional government-countries
4. The central or global government – Reformed United nations with shared sovereignty of merciful-moral law for people,
earth, space and universal affairs,
5. The supporting NGOs from all over the world
6. The United nations organizations
7. Supporting groups of countries to the central government by their status:
– G20
– Fragile state groups
– BRICS
– Commercial state groups
– And others…
Countries are able to deal with high complex situations and are more flexible to change region or territories if new tendencies for
new areas-countries arise that will be solved democratically and politically. All countries and/or people participate and share the
burdens of the less fortunate, in a dynamic global wheel of affection.
Health and Education systems are available to all for a life time for free; all subjects are available to all, and all dynamically teach
all, there is a compulsory learning system from young to grown up age of 18.
States considered de-linking resource issues from other concerns, particularly territorial disputes and geopolitical competition.
Citizens of the world are able to control the levying of taxes, and are able to vote via internet system on any subject made public
be authorities locally or from the world. Citizens are able now to create petitions and after a certain number of signatures they are
indeed heard by a government representative to the elected head of the petition, and indeed the problem will be addressed.
Governmental authorities use holographic communication in case the situation is urgent.
Intellectual
Several people and authority council groups meet from time to time to pursue wisdom and strategic vision for civilization
adjustments and actions, for the unification with philosophy, for the refreshing intellectual capacity to understand spiritually God
and for scientific creative interpolative deductions.
Religious
The Jesus’s Kingdom of heaven (that is actually the universal family of heaven) in the hearts of the majority of the human beings
rules, not by any imposed idea but by their wholehearted recognition of the feeling in their hearts of the love of the Universal
Father, this is the Jesus to all the people and religions of the world, the Universal sovereign that Earth’s World government is
spiritually synchronised. Earth finally was placed back on universal spiritual circuits after being in quarantine during all this time.
And any personalities that want to take over the world with the wrong intentions are universally dismissed. Religious leaders that
dynamically and progressively expand the heavenly family concept became very famous as scientists or actors.
Economic
For the family to be established, the minimum life support allowance to the most needed of food, energy and shelter was
supplied, this benefits was associated with local duty tasks with neighbours in painting, ironing etc.. and tasks in local areas in
beautification, environment and education awareness, helping local councils, participating in wisdom, political, science, spiritual,
sports and games groups etc...
There are several networks of local sustainable agriculture sites, networks of local small sustainable factories (some at homes),
commerce and services, and anyone that wants to achieve more in life for business or voluntarily can do it so; other people may
be able to provide for free or with a return cost the resources needed if the family cannot provide to the person, and business will
be capped in its growth, to have a fair distribution of equal opportunities all over the world. The people achieving this level of
development can be advisors to the governments. All top world corporations’ duties are now finished for the age and some are
now economically stabilized and controlled by the global government in order to create opportunities to the less fortunate, the
return to the “grow locally” gave opportunities to billions of people and new purpose to the educational system.
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The factories are fully automatic, also people can manufacture things at home in 3D and people have more free time to develop
themselves for space, technology innovation, beautification, religion, wisdom, knowledge and philosophy.
All food and drinks or any packaging of products waste is fully recycled or reused and there is a global standard packaging for
different types of products that is easily reused.
There is an international currency and local currencies (from the countries).
There is no debt, and any military and/or outer space operations are limited by the approval of the world government council.
Technological
People started to be educated about not being dependent only on technology (end of technological slavery) and now they know
how to live in harmony with high technology. Each area/country of the world will have to be first self sufficient in resources for
them, using technology, and any excess can be traded internationally using a kind of a global traffic light system for commerce.
Managed and programmed by artificial intelligence systems, under orders of an international resources council.
Internet is regulated and valuable and all people are able to use internet for voting, democracy and petitions; to decide
democratically in all affairs (local, regional or global) if they wish using internet or other methods, there is more communication
between citizens and their chosen leaders and citizens are accountable for the management of their region and of the world and
their representatives. Officials use Holographic communication for urgent affairs globally.
Scientists are more famous than movie actors, and people are true explorers in philosophy, spirituality and sciences in their
houses and working areas, they create always new ways of doing things better, new markets are created by this creativity.
Helping humanoid Robots have became as popular as cars and people developed the beautification industry.
Oil and Nuclear energy industries don’t exist anymore and are converted as a new unlimited energy source from the quantum
field device is created and mankind is flying into the stars with warp drive space ships and cars that float with gravitational
devices. There is a wrist device that people can monitor their body status, make blood analysis and administer drugs with no
needle that interacts with doctors in a network and access near pharmacies or order medications in a secured network. This wrist
health centre can also treat certain diseases with electrical stimulation and is also a multimedia centre and holographic telephone
managed by an artificial intelligence talking system. There is no pollution anymore and the technology helps keep the planet
healthy, even chemicals produced have to be chemically dissimulated in a recycling system.
There is indeed a new technological age in nanotechnology, biotechnology, IT and quantum technologies and much much more,
humanity truly conquered matter and the material universe.
Security
Nuclear weapons and special military and security technology are now only used for the protection of the planet and not for
regional conflicts. There is special army for space and a special police to help the people of the world, there is also another force
of local street helpers to help the people in the world, and some of them are people living in benefits. A global resource security
system was developed and credible studies about earth behaviour were established. The countries of the world agreed to share
part of their military and sovereign powers with all other countries in a spirit of brotherhood and it was so successful that all
decided to give all, humanity was able to colonize other planets and control the weather and discovered also a new alien
civilization in a nearby planet...

The people of the world succeeded and became spiritually and materially highly evolved and the human race in now ready for the
next age of spiritual and space quest…

